MAKE 2012 YOUR MONEY YEAR

To boost your success this year, stop limiting yourself, ’’Your mindset toward prosperity dramatically affects your earning and profit potential as well as other key areas, such as what you expect and get from relationships and the wellness, or lack of it, that you manifest,’’ says Gage.

The first thing you should do is gain awareness of what beliefs you have that are limiting you. ’’Believing things like money is bad, rich people are evil or it’s noble to be poor are all limiting beliefs. Those need to be eliminated. Then they must be replaced with empowering beliefs about prosperity, like understanding it is a value for value exchange. Usually this is done with daily self-development time, listening to positive audio courses and reading books. When I teach my prosperity workshops I tell people that they have a chance at unlimited income potential. But no one actually hears ’’unlimited’’. If they have been making R20 000 a year, they equate unlimited income with earning R30 000 or R40 000 a year. If they are used to taking home R55 000, they think unlimited is making R100 000. And if they are used to being paid R100 000 annually then they probably envision about R200 000.’’ But unlimited can be exactly that — unlimited. You need to dream about what you really want instead of what you think is realistic.

Practise expanding your thoughts by driving through wealthy neighbourhoods, looking at luxurious holiday destinations or reading about the lifestyles of the wealthy. This will help you get a sense of what unlimited can really mean and to expand your prosperity consciousness.

’’When your prosperity consciousness expands, your subconscious mind works to make these dreams come true. It creates confidence, drive and ambition. Your beliefs change and you begin to attract more prosperity into your life. But it all starts with mindset.’’

’’You start out thinking that R75 is an outrageous amount to pay for a floral arrangement. Gradually you begin to see the beauty of a R150 arrangement. Then you are thinking it would be nice to have some fresh flowers delivered to your home each week. Next thing you know, you’re spending R1 500 a week on fresh flowers. And loving it, because you appreciate the beauty it brings into your world.’’

It is all about bringing abundance into your mindset. And expanding your vision of what you can be. ’’Abundant people see opportunity. They never think something is too good to be true. They expect good things.’’

Randy Gage rose from being in a jail cell as a teen to becoming a self-made multi-millionaire who has inspired millions of people around the world. He is the author of eight books on success including, ’’Prosperity Mind and Accept Your Abundance’.

Follow Randy Gage on Twitter at www.Twitter.com/Randy_Gage •